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Press Release 31/07/23  
iLab Solutions Announces Move to New Premises & Brand Refresh 
 
iLab Solutions has today unveiled a new brand identity, reflecting the company's ongoing 
growth and development, alongside a move to new premises. The expansion follows the 
company’s recent success in securing new service contracts with key players in the industry. 

For over a decade iLab Solutions has been helping organizations get the most out of their AKTA 
FPLC platforms, delivering preventative maintenance, breakdown & repair services quickly and 
efficiently, providing our customers with excellent service and support. 

Our new modernized logo refreshes our brand and we are excited for the new opportunities the 
future will bring as we continue to grow. 

Our core values have not changed. Customer Satisfaction, Quality and Integrity are still the 
values we nurture and share – both towards our respected clients, partners and our devoted 
staff. 

Managing Director, James Bull, commented: 

“I’m delighted to announce that following further expansion, iLab Solutions have relocated to 
new, bigger premises. This move has given us more office space from which to serve our 
customers and co-ordinate our field engineers, plus an expanded lab workshop space where 
we can carry out repairs, refurbs and engineer training. This is an exciting time for iLab and I am 
proud of our team and their achievements that have brought us to this point. 

Our expansion and relocation was the ideal time for us to look at our brand that has served us 
well for the past 8 years and see how this could be refreshed and modernised. I am very pleased 
with the new look and feel, and believe it reflects our commitment to ongoing improvement 
and innovation in our business.” 

ENDS 

 

About iLab Solutions: iLab Solutions are specialists in liquid chromatography separation systems, 
from small-scale analytical to full production capacity. 

We provide preventative maintenance and breakdown services for all makes and models of 
AKTA by Cytiva (formerly GE Life Sciences), including: AKTA start | pure | avant | go | explorer 
| xpress | prime/prime plus | purifier. 
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